NAME:  

ear

MEMBERS:

Günther Harder - (vocalist, lyricist, drummer) 
Raphael Tschernuth - (composer, multi-instrumentalist, producer) 

ABOUT ear:

ear are two guys. Raphael Tschernuth composes the music, plays the instruments and takes care of recording and production. Günther Harder writes the lyrics, sings and plays the drums.
Since forming in a small town in Bavaria, Germany in 2002, ear have released six self-distributed albums, their latest one being OUT IN THE OPEN in December 2012.
The two have subsequently moved to Berlin respectively Leipzig and continue to develop their very own sound. Originally started as a kind of Lo-fi studio project with strong electronic influences, you could now describe their music as alternative pop. As opposed to the full band arrangements that can be heard on their albums, in 2009 ear started playing stripped down, highly energetic versions of their songs in concert, focussing on vocals, acoustic guitar and piano. These performances clearly showcase the two`s passion for and devotion to their music. From day one, ear have been a completely independent band, working without label, management and the like.
They distribute OUT IN THE OPEN as well as their previous albums via their own homepage and Bandcamp.

ABOUT OUT IN THE OPEN:

OUT IN THE OPEN, the new album by ear, is released in December 2012.
ear's sixth album offers a wide spectrum of sounds: there`s room for grand full band arrangements ("Love's Not Here", "All We Want To Be", "Trying To Fall") as well as soft and stripped down acoustic instrumentation ("Bird", "Another Opening Night"). Beats get mixed up with real drums, the piano features more prominently than on previous albums, and the more frequent use of electric guitars gives some songs more of an edge.
In the lyrics light and shade, love and loneliness, hope and disillusion are always very close to each other. OUT IN THE OPEN is about situations where things seem on the edge and you have to take a step into the unknown.
From the start, ear have taken care of just about every aspect of their music. On OUT IN THE OPEN they were again responsible for everything, from the first recordings to the final mix. But this time they also collaborated with engineer Doug Henderson (Devendra Banhart, Antony & The Johnsons) who mastered the album and gave it the finishing touches. ear distribute their music via their own homepage and Bandcamp where you can get a first impression of OUT IN THE OPEN: http://ear-theband.bandcamp.com/album/out-in-the-open-2012

DISCOGRAPHY:

Albums:
Dostojewski Trip (2002)
Smalltown Collapse (2003)
No One Is An Island (2005)
Summer Of Ghosts (2008)
By Heart (2010)
Out In The Open (2012)

Special Releases:
Unfinished Business (2006) - Outtakes
Singles Collection (2011) - Singles from 2002 - 2010
Acoustic Sessions EP (2011) - Acoustic versions of our songs

LINKS:

http://www.ear-theband.com
http://www.facebook.com/eartheband
http://www.youtube.com/eartheband
http://ear-theband.bandcamp.com
